Pharmacokinetic comparison of direct antibody targeting with pretargeting protocols based on streptavidin-biotin binding.
Several groups are currently investigating antibody pretargeting as a strategy for improving radionuclide delivery. Pharmacokinetic modeling of these protocols permits analysis of pretargeting protocols under a broad range of possible experimental conditions. We used previously developed pharmacokinetic models to predict the temporal uptake and spatial distribution of directly radiolabeled MAb, radiolabeled biotin given after pretargeting with streptavidinylated MAb and radiolabeled streptavidin given after pretargeting with biotinylated MAb in a microscopic, prevascular tumor nodule. Two dose regimens were investigated, as were the effects of internalization and degradation of antibody-antigen complexes (24-hr time constant). Simulations indicate that the protocol involving streptavidinylated MAb and radiolabeled biotin yields higher tumor-to-blood and tumor-to-lung ratios and relative exposures than the other protocols. In the absence of antigen internalization, the peak average molar concentration and MRT of biotin in the tumor nodule is comparable to that of directly radiolabeled MAb, and the spatial distribution of radionuclide is more uniform. When antigen internalization occurs, the peak average concentration and the MRT in the tumor nodule are lower than the corresponding values for directly radiolabeled MAb. In the absence of antigen internalization, the protocol involving streptavidinylated MAb and radiolabeled biotin offers pharmacokinetic advantages over the other two protocols.